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A Framework for Grammatical Features –I 

 

1.  Introduction 

In this unit, we examine what features are and how they may be represented. intuitively be 

modelled by two feature representation systems—the binary and the privative. The concluding 

part of the section considers how the binary feature system may be applied to language, and in 

the course of that discussion, highlights how a feature-based approach addresses the 

methodological and theoretical concerns of modern linguistics. 

 

2. Features and their types 

The idea of features that we are appealing to can be intuitively grasped as the use of a parameter 

along which a contrast can be stated. Considerfor example, the instructions given by traffic 

lights, where their state and colour signify the following messages: 

a. A GREEN SIGNAL allows movement. 

b. A YELLOW SIGNAL prohibits movement and indicates an upcoming change of signal. 

c. A RED SIGNALprohibits movement. 

d. A FLASHING RED SIGNAL prohibits movement and indicates an upcoming change of 

signal. 

e. A GREEN FLASHING SIGNAL allows movement and indicates an upcoming change of 

signal. 

f. A YELLOW BLINKING SIGNAL allows movement and warns the driver about the presence of 

an unregulated or a pedestrian crossing. 

g. Order of Signals Red—Yellow—Green 

 

A responsible driver will recognise that the functional meaning encoded by the colours and states 

of traffic lights basically indicate to her when she must STOP and when she may GO. A RED 

SIGNAL, whether flashing or steady, always signals STOP, a GREEN SIGNAL, whether flashing or 

steady, always signals GO. A YELLOW SIGNAL patterns with the RED, whether flashing or steady, 
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unless it is blinking. Intuitively, to describe these functional meanings, we need to (a) unify the 

colours of RED and YELLOW in contrast to GREEN; (b) unify the state of FLASHING and STEADY in 

contrast to the one of BLINKING.There are two ways in which this can be done, by feature 

geometries of binary features or of monovalent features.  

  

2.1 Binary Features 

Binary features that can have the value of either plus or minus, where the “+” indicates the 

choice of a parameter along which a binary opposition (i.e. A and not-A) is created. All items 

specified as having the plus value are thus asserted to be specified for whatever that parameter is, 

while all items marked as minus show the absence of that parameter. As a consequence, while 

the set yielded by the ‘+’ value is homogenous in that each element instantiates that one 

particular property, the set yielded by the ‘-’ value is not. 

 

Turning now to the traffic lights example, an initial choice would then be to set up a feature 

[±G(REEN)]and associate them with the core functional meanings of STOP and GO.  

 

(7) a.  [+G] = green (form) and GO (meaning) 

 b.  [-G] = red, yellow, brown, blue, pink, purple, etc... (form) and STOP 

(meaning) 

 

However, this choice of feature cannot be correct as it collapses the distinction between YELLOW 

and RED altogether and predicts them to always have the same and identical semantic function, 

STOP. As we can see by (5f), however, YELLOW does not always signify STOP. Therefore, we 

need to think of the traffic signal colours as being denoted by not one but a sub-group of two 

binary features [±G] and [±R(ED)]:  

 

(8) a. [+G, -R] = green (form), GO (meaning) 

b.  [-G, +R] = red (form), STOP (meaning) 
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c.  [-G, -R] = yellow (form), MAINTAIN PREVIOUS (meaning) 

d.  [+G, +R] = brown, blue, pink, purple, etc…(not used)  

 

Let us now build into the rule the states of the lights. From (5) we see that they can be in three 

states: STEADY, FLASHING, and BLINKING. Let us distinguish the first from the latter two states by 

the feature [±C(HANGE) O(F) S(TATE)], on the intuition that both blinking and flashing share the 

property that during the events they denote, there are intervals in which the lights go on and off, 

i.e. exhibit changes of state, whereas a steady light does not. Furthermore, let us also take the 

difference between flashing and blinking to lie in the dictionary definition of the two—flashing 

is used to indicate light emitted by something that is normally off, whereas blinking is emitted by 

something which is normally on. Using the features [±ON] and [±COS], we get the following 

description of the states that traffic lights may assume: 

 

(9) a.  [+COS, +ON] = blink (form), CAUTION (meaning)  

b.  [+COS, -ON] = flash (form), LIGHTS CHANGING (meaning)  

c.  [-COS, +ON] = steady (form), no independent meaning  

d.  [-COS, -ON] = off (form), no independent meaning 

  

Combining (8) and (9), we obtain the correct forms and interpretations: 

 

(10) a.  [[+G, -R], [-COS, +ON]] = steady green ‘GO’  

b.  [[+G, -R], [+COS, -ON]] = flashing green ‘GO, LIGHTS CHANGING’ 

c.  [[-G, +R], [-COS, +ON]] = steady red ‘STOP’  

d. [[-G, +R], [+COS, -ON]] = flashing red ‘STOP, LIGHTS CHANGING’ 

e.  [[-G, -R], [-COS, +ON]] = steady yellow ‘MAINTAIN PREVIOUS’,(=STOP, as red 

precedes yellow) 

f.  [[-G, -R] + [+COS, +ON]] = blinking yellow ‘MAINTAIN PREVIOUS, 

CAUTION’, (=GO, as in such cases there would be no red preceding yellow) 
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In order to build these traffic rules, we have used feature geometries, i.e. we have assumed that 

features do not necessarily map onto forms and functional meanings in a one-to-one fashion; 

they may be organised into sub-groups or constituents to do so. Nevertheless, even when used in 

this fashion, it is always assumed that each feature does independently mark out a class of 

forms\meanings; e.g., the feature [+R] will pick out a class of forms that will include all red 

items, as well as blue, brown, blue, pink, purple, etc. Similarly, we may make the generalisation 

that all items that bear a [-COS] feature do not have an independent functional meaning in the 

system of traffic rules, with the result that only the meanings assigned to the colours of the traffic 

lights contribute to the meanings of the whole ‘utterance’. 

 

2.2 Monovalent or Privative Features 

The system of traffic rules we have been discussing can also be described using single-valued 

features—also called univalent or privative features. Such features only describe those classes 

that are said to possess those features, and not the classes that are without them. In other words, 

privative features express only the ‘+’ values of the binary features we introduced earlier. Using 

the same features we did earlier, we would then describe the traffic system as follows: 

 

(11) a.  [G] = green (form), GO (meaning) 

b.  [R] = red (form), STOP (meaning) 

c.  [Y] = yellow (form), MAINTAIN PREVIOUS (meaning) 

 

(12) a.  [COS, ON] = blink (form), CAUTION (meaning)  

b.  [COS] = flash (form), LIGHTS CHANGING (meaning)  

c.  [ON] = steady (form), no independent meaning  

 

(13) a.  [G] + [ON] = steady green ‘GO’  

b.  [G] + [COS] = flashing green ‘GO, LIGHTS CHANGING’ 
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c.  [R] + [ON] = steady red ‘STOP’  

d.  [R] + [COS] = flashing red ‘STOP, LIGHTS CHANGING’ 

e. [Y] + [ON] = steady yellow ‘MAINTAIN PREVIOUS, i.e. STOP, as red precedes 

yellow’ 

f.  [Y] + [COS, ON] = blinking yellow ‘MAINTAIN PREVIOUS, CAUTION’, i.e. 

GO, as in such cases there would be no red light preceding yellow. 

 

As can be seen from (11)-(13), a privative feature system would give identical results as far as 

statements of the traffic rule system are concerned. Furthermore, as (12a) shows, like the binary 

feature notation, we may also use feature geometries to map onto a single form.  

 

Nevertheless, there is also an important contrast between the two approaches—while a binary 

feature system can represent both similarity and contrast, the privative feature notation cannot. 

For example, the fact that we settled on the analysis that BLINK and FLASH were similar because 

they both shared a feature that we labelled ‘change of state’ and differed in the value they 

represented of ON is rendered opaque in this notation.  

 

3. The Choice between Binary and Privative features: A Case Study  

In this section, we will consider Yāska’s division of the parts of speech that we mentioned in 

Unit 1to illustrate the methodological and theoretical issues that arise when we use features. 

Recall that Yāska defines four main categories of words: nāma (nouns or substantives), ākhyāta 

(verbs), upasarga (pre-verbs or prefixes), and nipāta (particles and invariant words). Of these the 

first two are defined in terms of an ontological distinction between a process or an action 

(bhāva), and an entity or a being or a thing (sattva). A verb in this conception is one in which the 

bhāva is predominant whereas a noun is one in which the sattva is predominant, thereby 

suggesting that both ontological categories are present in the definition of each category—i.e. in 

terms of binary features, a feature geometry of [±B(HĀVA)] and [±S(ATTVA)] has been used. Such 

a geometry yields four possible combinations: 
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(14) a.  [+B, -S] = verb 

 b.  [-B, +S] = noun 

 c.  [+B, +S] = verbal noun 

 d.  [-B, -S] = ? 

 

Our decision of what the form is for (14c) is because in fact Yāska explicitly labels what it could 

be—a verbal noun like walk—because in such cases, the process is viewed as a 'petrified' or 

'configured' mass (mUrta) extending from start to finish. (14d) would then apply to identify 

upasarga (pre-verbs or prefixes), and nipāta (particles and invariant words). 

 

We can continue to model the rest of Yāska’s typology using a feature geometry that makes use 

of the features of [±F(REE)] and [±D(ECINABLE)], on the understanding that the term ‘preverb’ 

here refers to the traditional descriptive notion in Indo-European linguistics—a morpheme that 

appears in front of a verb, and that forms a close semantic unit with it in a fixed (set of) order.  

 

(15) a.  [+F, -D] = particles and invariant words 

 b.  [-F, -D] = prefixes and pre-verbs 

 c.  [+F, +D] =? 

 d.  [-F, +D] = does not exist (as a fact of language?) 

 

The inability of specifying a form that maps onto (15c) should show us that we have made the 

mistake of over-generalising feature geometries. In fact, (15c) does identify forms—nouns and 

verbs, as they are both free and declinable; but our rule formulations thus far incorrectly restrict 

the features [±FREE] and  [±DECINABLE] to the class of particles and pre-verbs.  If we were, 

instead to consider [±FREE] and [±DECILINABLE] are features that apply to all parts of speech, we 

would be able to specify a form for (15c). Let us then reformulate (14) and (15) as (16): 
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(16) a.  [[+B, -S], [+D], [+F]] = verb 

 b.  [[-B, +S], [+D], [+F]] = noun 

 c.  [[+B, +S], [+D], [+F]] = verbal noun 

 d.  [[-B, -S], [-D], [+F]] = particles and invariant words 

 d.  [[-B, -S], [-D], [-F]] = prefixes and pre-verbs 

 

By what we have now, Yāska’s typology is held to be constructed in a manner reminiscent of 

Sweet’s. It is here that we can see the extent to which binary features and feature geometries in 

(15) make distinct claims from privative ones. The privative version of(16) would be (17):  

 

(17) a.  [[B], [D], [F]] = verb 

 b.  [[S], [D], [F]] = noun 

 c.  [[B, S], [D], [F]] = verbal noun 

 d.  [F] = particles and invariant words 

 e.  [B(OUN)D] = prefixes and pre-verbs 

 

No one feature distinguishes all items from each other, or even identifies a principled basis of 

similarity. While verbs, nouns and verbal nouns are at least distinguishable from each other, all 

three are equally ‘similar’ to particles and invariant words. (17e) is distinct in that it shares no 

features with others; in fact to describe this class, we had to invent a new feature [BOUND] 

altogether, in itself questionable because after all, ‘bound’ should be the interpretation that 

should accrue to all forms that lack the feature [F]. 

 

To remedy this opacity, privative feature approaches like those of Adger (2010), often make the 

additional step of stating that the semantic and morphological interpretation of absence of a 

feature would be interpreted as equivalent to an explicit statement of a feature of opposing 

feature value. That is, somewhere in the system of rules, there will be a statement that the 

absence of the feature [free] must always be interpreted as [BOUND]. This proviso, in effect, 
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renders all privative features to be implicitly binary ones, but in a far more expensive way, as for 

each feature, rules of interpretation for the absence of the feature will have to be specifiedfor 

Yāska’s system: 

 

(18) a.  Interpret the absence of [B] as the presence of [S] (unless both [B] and [S] are 

present) 

b.  Interpret the absence of [S] as the presence of [B] (unless both [B] and [S] are 

present) 

c.  Interpret the absence of [F] as the presence of [BD]. 

d.  Interpret the absence of [BD] as the presence of [F]. 

e. Interpret the absence of [D] as the presence of [IN(DECLINABLE)]. 

e. Interpret the absence of [IND] as the presence of [D]. 

 

However, this system creates even more problems for the interpretation of the forms in (17), 

specifically (17d) and (17e). In both (17d-e), Rules (18a) and (18b) will lead to an interpretation 

that both upasarga and nipāta have both bhāva and sattva—certainly not what Yāska intended.  

 

This important problem notwithstanding, both privative and binary feature systems have be used 

with great success in language descriptions. Many linguists have also argued for the necessity of 

mixed feature systems, in which some categories are described by binary specifications and some 

use privative ones. In this course—where our goal is mainly description— we shall mainlybe 

inclined towardsthe binary feature notation, although in a few carefully justified cases, we shall 

employ privative ones. 
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Conclusion 

In this unit, we have settled on the use of features as the means by which we shall describe the 

properties of grammatical categories. The unit has also provided an introduction to two ways that 

features may be notated—binary or privative—and the notion of feature geometries. Along the 

way we have also become acquainted with the theoretical and methodological issues that arise in 

setting up feature systems. 

 

 


